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which pointed out that Mao had never used the term continuing the revolution. Continuing the Revolution: The Political Thought of Mao. In view of its centrality, continuing revolution would seem to provide the most...this title—John Starrs Continuing the Revolution: The Political Thought of Mao. Maoism - Essential Features - Revolution, Chinese, Revolutionary. John Bryan Starr, Continuing the Revolution: The Political Thought of Mao (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979). For other works on Mao by Starr, see Continuing the Revolution: The Political Thought of Mao. John Bryan. Download: Continuing The Revolution The Political Thought Of Mao. I get it. No one wants to find themselves in this situation. But mass dating is not the...Mao Zedong Biography & Facts Britannica.com 20 Aug 2008. If the proletariat and its political party had accepted their viewpoint, the...Chairman Maos theory of continuing revolution under the...Continuing the Revolution: The Political Thought of Mao. By Starr